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Abstract: Microblogs are one of the major social networks in people’s daily life. The increasing
amount of timely microblog data brings new opportunities for enterprises to predict short-term
product sales based on microblogs because the daily microblogs posted by various users can express
people’s sentiments on specific products, such as movies and books. Additionally, the social influence
of microblogging platforms enables the rapid spread of product information, implemented by users’
forwarding and commenting behavior. To verify the usefulness of microblogs in enhancing the
prediction of short-term product sales, in this paper, we first present a new framework that adopts the
sentiment and influence features of microblogs. Then, we describe the detailed feature computation
methods for sentiment polarity detection and influence measurement. We also implement the Linear
Regression (LR) model and the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model, selected as the representatives
of linear and nonlinear regression models, to predict short-term product sales. Finally, we take movie
box office predictions as an example and conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of the
proposed features and models. The results show that the proposed sentiment feature and influence
feature of microblogs play a positive role in improving the prediction precision. In addition, both the
LR model and the SVR model can lower the MAPE metric of the prediction effectively.

Keywords: microblog; sales prediction; sentiment analysis; social influence; regression model;
short-term prediction

1. Introduction

Microblogs have emerged as primary social-network media for years due to their
special properties, including convenient information release, real-time updates, rapid dis-
semination, and free interaction [1,2]. Microblogs can deliver timely information compared
with other media-like web pages and blogs. With the increasing amount of microblog data,
utilizing microblog data in decision-making tasks is a critical issue that receives attention
from both academia and industries [3].

In particular, the rapid spread of microblogs on social networks can quickly form a hot
spot of public opinion. Therefore, by evaluating the influence of microblogs, we can quickly
find the news sources that spread fast on social networks and take corresponding actions,
e.g., preventing the spread of illegal news and rumors, which is of great significance for
public opinion analysis and emergency management [4]. Furthermore, the measurement of
microblog influence can also assist the evaluation of microblog users’ influence on social
networks. Therefore, accurate evaluation of microblog influence is also of great value for
business decision-making [5].

On the other hand, the sentiment polarity of microblogs can often accurately reflect
users’ actual views. Because of the huge number of microblogging users, the opinion of
microblogging users towards a specific event can reflect the social sentiment polarity of
the event [6], which can be utilized to analyze and predict users’ behavior in social life.
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Furthermore, microblog data can be obtained freely on the Internet, offering a more eco-
nomical way for enterprises to conduct data-driven analysis and prediction than traditional
investigation-based approaches.

Due to the lack of large-scale datasets for product sales prediction, this paper studies
the feasibility of predicting short-term product sales with the support of microblogs based
on a case-study-based perspective. We first develop a framework to enhance the prediction
of short-term sales. Then, we take movie box office prediction as a case study to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposal. Briefly, we make the following contributions in this paper:

1. Unlike previous works that focused on event detection or prediction from microblogging
platforms, this paper concentrates on short-term product sales based on microblogs and
presents a new framework based on sentiment analysis and social influence.

2. We propose a new feature called social influence to reflect the impact of social-network
information diffusion on short-term product sales. A new algorithm is presented to
measure the social influence in the paper.

3. We conduct experiments on a real dataset to evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework. We take movie box office prediction as a case study and analyze the
prediction performance of two regression models. The results show that the proposed
sentiment feature and influence feature of microblogs play a positive role in improving
the prediction precision.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related
work. Section 3 presents the framework of microblog-based sales prediction. Section 4
reports the experimental results, and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
2.1. Microblog Influence Analysis

The social network is the primary platform for communication between people in the
Internet era, including e-mail, BBS, and microblogs. Influence is reflected in the interaction
and communication between social network users on the social network platform by
publishing news, updating statuses, instant comments, paying attention to others, and
other behaviors. Users play an essential role in social network relationships. Various user
behaviors will directly affect the dissemination of information. Therefore, user influence is
the main object of influence research.

Driven by the word-of-mouth effect in the market, researchers have investigated an
essential issue in social network analysis, that is, “which customers should be selected
to start marketing activities and make the effect of marketing activities cover the largest
community”. To study the influence maximization problem, we need to find an appropri-
ate influence propagation model. The basic influence propagation process refers to the
spreading process of the active nodes in social networks. The active nodes will affect other
nodes following a certain propagation mechanism. The commonly used influence propaga-
tion models [7] are similar to graph traversing algorithms. The main difference between
the models lies in the probability and the mode of influence propagation between nodes.
For example, in the linear threshold model [7], the possibility of a node to be traversed
depends on whether all active neighbor nodes’ probabilities are more significant than a
specified threshold.

Based on a given influence propagation model, the influence maximization algorithm
mainly focuses on heuristic and greedy algorithms. A heuristic algorithm generally selects
an initial node for influence propagation based on the node degree and the network
centrality. However, it does not consider the diffusion process of influence and cannot
guarantee the optimal influence range. Kempe et al. [7] proposed a greedy algorithm based
on mountain climbing, which starts from an empty initial active-node set and selects the
most influential node to join the active-node set through influence evaluation at each step
until the target number is reached. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it has high
time complexity in the case of large data scales. In the literature [8], researchers selected
the potentially influential nodes in the inspiration stage and the most influential nodes in
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the greedy stage. The two-step improved algorithm effectively reduced the running time
and improved the algorithm’s efficiency.

In the research of influence maximization algorithms, the evaluation of user influence
is a vital link. The assessment of user influence in social networks is based on network
topology and user interaction behavior, mainly the evaluation of user communication
ability. The stronger the communication ability of users, the greater the breadth and
depth of communication scope and influence. The number of fans usually reflects the
influence of microblog users. If a user has more fans, the microblogs published by him
or her will be read by more users, meaning that the user has a greater influence on the
microblogging platform. In addition to the number of fans, researchers also introduced
other features to measure the influence of users, e.g., the number of comments or forwards.
Xiao et al. [9] listed various characteristics of users’ behavior and studied the impact of
these characteristics on the influence of microblogs as well as users. They demonstrated
that the number of microblogs and the number of forwards were significant indicators
affecting the influence of users. Some other researchers introduced the PageRank algorithm
to measure the importance of web pages [10].

So far, most research on the influence of microblogs is aimed at the influence measure-
ment of microblog users, and few were toward the microblog contents. A simple view is
to measure the influence of microblogs by calculating the sum of the number of forwards
and comments of microblogs in a certain period. For example, the hot posts on Sina Weibo,
which is the biggest microblogging platform in China, adopt this calculation method [6]. In
order to measure and calculate the influence of microblog contents, Xu et al. [11] defined the
influence of each user’s microblog according to the number of fans, the number of forwards,
and the number of comments. They believed that the number of fans was the main factor
in evaluating the influence of the microblog content, and both forwards and comments
reflected the topic and influence caused by the microblogs. However, this method might be
affected by robot users on microblogging platforms.

2.2. Social Network-Based Information Prediction

The existing research on information prediction based on a social network involves
many aspects. Researchers have carried out prediction research from different angles.
Some researchers focus on the prediction of the attributes of social networks. For example,
Kong et al. [12] predict the life cycle of microblogs based on the information character-
istics of publishers and the forwarding characteristics in the first hour of publishing.
Other researchers use network data to predict the sales volume of products. For example,
Choi et al. [13] used the Google trend index to predict the sales of cars in the short-term
future. As a result, they obtained an earlier and more accurate sales forecast than the
official data.

In recent years, network users’ emotions for information prediction have attracted
people’s attention and have gradually become an essential direction of sentiment analysis
and research. Sentiment is a subjective factor in different social activities. In some areas,
sentiment analysis can be predicted independently. However, it can only be an additional
factor in some applications. Based on the actual work needs, the sentiment analysis methods
used by different researchers are also different. At present, the prediction research based
on the social network has made beneficial attempts and explorations in many fields such
as political elections, film box office, and stock price [14]. Researchers are committed to
studying the relationship between blog, search volume, microblog and book sales, film
box office, stock closing price, and other real-world fields. Gruhl et al. [15] proposed using
sentiment analysis to obtain the state changes of book reviews and predict book sales. Du
et al. [16] combined the quantity information, such as microblog forwarding and microblog
content information, and used machine learning methods such as neural networks to
predict the film box office, which obtained more accurate results than the traditional linear
prediction. Liu et al. [17] proposed to find the potential emotional factors in blogs and
established an autoregressive emotional perception model to predict commodity sales.
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However, some other researchers claimed that compared with traditional methods, the
information on social platforms did not apply to some scenarios. For example, Skoric
et al. [18] tried to use Twitter to predict the election in Singapore and found that Twitter’s
prediction has poor performance.

Microblogging platforms have been one of the major social networks in the Web 2.0 era.
The increasing amount of microblog information provides a new idea for information pre-
diction from microblogs. Some recent studies have revealed that the sentiment of microblog
messages can highly impact information diffusion and its spread on microblogging plat-
forms [19–21]. Additionally, there are many studies aiming to predict different information
from Twitter or other microblogging media, such as stock return prediction [21], election
prediction [22], crime prediction [23], and Bitcoin price prediction [24]. Some researchers
were concerned about the sales prediction problem on microblogging platforms [25]. How-
ever, they relied on other information sources rather than microblogs, which was different
from this study. Instead, we only needed microblog data. In addition, we focused on
short-term product sales prediction rather than long-term prediction.

3. Framework of the Microblog-Based Short-Term Sales Prediction
3.1. Architecture

Unlike the previous prediction work focusing on microblogs’ quantitative charac-
teristics and text characteristics, this paper proposes a new prediction framework based
on the topic characteristics of microblogs, the sentiment polarity, and the influence of
microblogs (as shown in Figure 1). The original microblog was crawled from Sina Weibo
based on keywords, including the original microblogs, comments, and the forwarding of
these microblogs. The fields extracted from the microblog data included microblog content,
the number of likes, comments, forwards, and user information [26]. After preprocessing
the microblog content, the sorted word segmentation results were used to obtain the topic
distribution. According to the topic distribution and sentiment dictionary of microblogs,
the sentiment polarity of a microblog was calculated. Through some measurement methods
of microblog influence, we can obtain the influence of these original microblogs. Then,
using the sentiment polarity and microblog influence as the input, we trained a prediction
model for a short-term product sales prediction. Below, we detail the critical modules of
the architecture, shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The architecture of microblog-based short-term sales prediction.

3.2. Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment can be expressed through text, and text is usually a sentence or a combina-
tion of multiple sentences. Sentences are composed of words and phrases. Some words
are emotional, e.g., “happy” means happy, “roar” means angry. Additionally, sentences
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composed of words may be emotional. For example, “the woman is so beautiful” means
the user praises the woman. The sentiment of the text reflects the user’s viewpoint and
attitude towards things, the sentiment of positive tendency reflects the user’s positive
attitude, and the sentiment of negative tendency reflects the user’s negative attitude. We
can analyze the sentiment of the text to obtain the emotion held by the user. Sentiment
analysis refers to analyzing the emotional state implied by the user when transmitting
information and judging or evaluating the user’s attitude and opinions [27]. Text can be
divided into subjective text and objective text. Objective text is a text without any emotional
factor, and subjective text can be divided into positive tendency text and negative tendency
text. Whether it is a single word or the whole text, the sentiment polarity of text can be
obtained through sentiment analysis. According to the different text granularity, sentiment
analysis mainly has four research directions: word-level sentiment analysis, sentence-level
sentiment analysis, text-level sentiment analysis, and topic-level sentiment analysis. The
word-level sentiment analysis is the basis of the text sentiment analysis.

Compared with the sentiment analysis of conventional textual documents, microblog
text is short, and the microblog content often includes irregular words. In addition, mi-
croblog users often invent new symbols or words, complicating microblog text analysis.
For example, there is a common phenomenon of polysemy of one word, and the meaning
of the same word in different contexts is likely to be the opposite. Notably, the Chinese
microblog’s short and casual nature brings great challenges to text sentiment analysis.
A sentiment dictionary is useful to improve the efficiency of sentiment analysis because
we can directly judge the polarity of the corresponding words based on the sentiment
dictionary. So far, the sentiment polarity of each microblog can be calculated by defining a
list of negative, positive, or neutral words.

Generally, there are two kinds of text sentiment classification methods: sentiment
calculation based on a sentiment dictionary and sentiment classification based on statistical
learning. The latter method needs to label the training data manually, and there are certain
human subjective factors. Therefore, this paper uses the former method to classify the
text objectively. Sentiment calculation based on the sentiment dictionary is to judge the
sentiment of words through the sentiment dictionary and then judge the sentiment polarity
of text. The basic idea of this method is to regard the emotional polarity of words with a
positive tendency as 1, the sentiment polarity of words with a negative tendency as −1,
and the sentiment polarity of other words as 0. Each word contributes the same to the
analysis of text tendency. By accumulating the sentiment polarity of each word in the text,
we can determine the sentiment polarity of the text.

Although a microblog only contains simple sentences, it will have a clear topic and
may involve multiple topics expressing different views or opinions. However, the sentiment
polarities on these sub-topics may be different. Thus, the sentiment polarity of the sub-
topic may affect the emotional calculation of the whole text. Therefore, in this paper, we
define the weight of the words in microblog sentiment analysis through the topic similarity
between words and the microblog to obtain the sentiment polarity of the microblog.

In particular, we use the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model for the topic analysis
of microblogs [1]. According to the trained topic model, we can get the topic distribution
and the word distribution of topics, which are denoted as p(zt|m) and p(n|zt) , respectively.
Given a document m, if we select a topic zt with the probability p(zt|m) , then the topic with
the maximal probability is most likely to be the topic that the document is associated with.
Let the document topic be ztmax ,m, which can be represented as ztmax,m = argmax

t
p(zt|m). To

make the description clearer, we summarize all notations used in our framework in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations used in our method.

Notation Description

m A document, which refers to a microblog in this paper.

n A word in a microblog

zt A topic in a microblog

N The word count of a document

similarityzt1 ,zt2
The similarity between two topics : zt1 and zt2 .

sentin The sentiment polarity of the word n.

sentim The sentiment polarity of the microblog m.

d A day

pdd
The proportional difference between positive and

negative sentiment within the day d.

in f lum The influence of the microblog m.

norm_in f lum The normalized influence of the microblog m.

si fm The social influence of the microblog m.

in fd The social influence of the microblog within the day d.

For each word n in a document m, the probability of this word belonging to a topic zt
is p(zt|m, n) . Then, the main topic with the maximal probability can be regarded as the
most suitable topic that the word n belongs to. Thus, we define the main topic of a word n
within a document m: ztmax,m,n = argmax

t
p(zt|m, n).

As all the words belonging to the same topic of a document have the same word
distribution, we can know that p(n|zt, m) equals p(n|zt). Therefore, according to the
Bayesian conditional probability formula, we have the following equation:
(zt|m, n) = p(n|zt)∗p(zt |m)

p(m,n) , based on which we can transform ztmax ,m,n into the following
equation: ztmax,m,n = argmax

t
p(n|zt) ∗ p(zt|m).

Basically, if the main topic of a word is similar to the main topic, the word is closer to
the document’s main topic. Therefore, the sentiment polarity of the word contributes more
to the sentiment polarity of the document. Based on such analysis, we propose to use the
Cosine similarity to measure the similarity between two topics, e.g., zt1 and zt2 , which is

defined by Formula (1). Here,
N
∑

n=1
p(n|zt) = 1, t = t1, t2.

similarityzt1 ,zt2
=

∑N
n=1 p(n|zt1)p(n|zt2)√

∑n
n=1 p2

(n|zt1 )

√
∑n

n=1 p2
(n|zt2 )

(1)

As each word n has different impacts within a document m, we define the weight of a
word n within a document m by Formula (2), where ∑ weightm,n = 1.

weightm,n =
similarityztmax ,m ,ztmax ,m,n

∑N
n=1 similarityztmax ,m ,ztmax ,m,n

(2)

The sentiment polarity of a word in a sentiment dictionary is usually classified into
three states, namely positive, negative, and neutral. Formula (3) shows the definition of
sentiment polarity.

sentin =


1 n is a positive word.
0 n is a neutral word.
−1 n is a negative word.

(3)
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Based on the sentiment polarity of each word in a document, we can define the
sentiment polarity of the document. Formula (4) shows the definition of the sentiment
polarity of a document, which is represented as the weighted sum of the sentiment polarity
of each word in the document.

sentim =
N

∑
n=1

weightm,n ∗ sentin (4)

Therefore, we can say that a document has positive sentiment if its sentim is positive.
If sentim is below zero, the document has negative sentiment. Finally, if sentim is zero, the
document contains neutral sentiment.

If the microblog content contains positive emotions, the user’s evaluation of the topic
content described by the microblog is positive, which can actively promote real-world
information such as commodities and stock prices. On the contrary, if the microblog content
contains negative emotions, the evaluation held by users is negative, meaning that it has
a negative impact on the information. Therefore, this paper considers the positive and
negative sentiment of microblogs simultaneously and calculates the proportional difference
between the positive and negative sentiment scores within one day. Such a proportional
difference is then used to predict future information. Formula (5) shows the definition of
the proportional difference.

pdd =
|Count_Positived − Count_Negatived|

Countd
(5)

Consequently, we present the algorithm for extracting sentiment analysis features in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Sentiment Feature Extraction

Input: The set of all the related microblogs in one day, M;
Output: Sentiment Feature pd
Preliminary: Mpre is the set of the preprocessed microblogs
T is the set of all the topics in the LDA Model
/* Preprocessing microblogs */

1: Mpre ← M a f ter preprocessing /* Modeling LDA */
2: T, p(zt|m), p(n|zt) ← LDA Model in Mpre /* Calculating topic similarity for each pair<t1,

t2>in T */
3: similarityzt1 ,zt2

← computed by Formula (1) /* Extracting the sentiment feature */
4: poscnt, negcnt, totalcnt← 0
5: for each premm in Mpre do
6: sentim ← 0
7: for each wordn in premm do
8: sentin ← computed by Formula (3)
9: weightm,n ← computed by Formula (2)
10: sentim ← sentim + weightm,n ∗ sentin
11: end for
12: if sentim > 0 then
13: poscnt← poscnt + 1
14: else if sentim < 0 then
15: negcnt← negcnt + 1
16: end if
17: totalcnt← totalcnt + 1
18: end for
19: pd← poscnt−negcnt

totalcnt
20: return pd
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3.3. Social Influence

The influence of microblogs is reflected in the user’s response behavior to microblogs,
including reading behavior, such as behavior, comment behavior, and forwarding behavior.
However, the influence of microblogs may be different. When the user has many fans,
the microblogs posted by the user will be read by more people, which can enhance the
influence of the microblogs. When there are many likes to a microblog, we can infer that
the microblog is likely to be influential on the microblogging platform.

In this paper, we use Formula (6) to measure the influence of a microblog. Here,
FC means the number of fans, PC is the count of praises, CC is the comment count, and RC
is the count of re-posts.

in f lum = ln(FCm + 1) + PCm + CCm + RCm (6)

In order to reduce the over-impact of a large count in Formula (6), we use normin f lum
to normalize in f lum into a value range [0, 1]. The normalization method is shown in
Formula (7).

norm_in f lum =
1

1 + e− tan−1 (in f lum)
(7)

Note that the sentiment polarity of a microblog also contributes to the social influence
of the microblog. For example, a piece of bad news always spreads fast on social networks.
Therefore, this paper proposes combining microblog influence and sentiment polarity to
evaluate the social influence of a microblog, which is shown in Formula (8).

si fm =


(1 + sentim) ∗ (1 + norm_in f lum) sentim > 0
(1− sentim) ∗ (1 + norm_in f lum) sentim < 0

1 ∗ (1 + norm_in f lum) sentim = 0
(8)

This paper considers the influence scores of microblogs with three sentiment polarities
and calculates the influence of one day as the influence feature for information prediction.
The influence combines positive scores, negative scores, and neutral scores, which is defined
by Formula (9). Here, pos_si fd is the sum of si fm (sentim > 0) within the day d, neg_si fd
is the sum of si fm (sentim < 0) within the day d, neu_si fd is the sum of si fm (sentim = 0)
within the day d, and total_si fd is the sum of si fm within the day d.

in fd =
2 ∗ pos_si fd − neg_si fd + neu_si fd

total_si fd
(9)

To sum up, the extraction algorithm of the microblog influence feature is shown in
Algorithm 2.

3.4. Prediction Model

Considering that product sales are typically counted in days, we make information
predictions with days as granularity and assume xt,i is the ith feature extracted from the
microblog on day t, yt is the predicted value of day t, and y1 is the predicted value for the
first day. Therefore, the prediction model proposed in this paper can be represented by:
yt+1 = f (xt,1, xt,2, yt).

Here, xt,1 is the sentiment polarity feature extracted from the microblog on day t, xt,2
is the influence feature of microblog extracted from the microblog on day t, yt and yt+1 are
the predicted values of day t and day t + 1, respectively. In other words, this paper uses the
characteristics of sentiment polarity, microblog influence, and actual value of the previous
day to predict the day’s results.
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Algorithm 2 Influence Feature Extraction

Input: The set of all the related microblogs in one day, M;
The sentiment of each microblog, sentim
Influence of each microblog,normin f lum
Output: Influence Feature,
in f

1: possis, negsis, neusis, totalsis← 0
2: for each microblogm in M do
3: normin f lum ← computed by Formula (7)
4: if sentim > 0 then
5: si fm ← (1 + sentim) ∗ (1 + norm_in f lum)
6: pos_si f ← pos_si f + si fm
7: else if sentim< 0 then
8: si fm ← (1− sentim) ∗ (1 + norm_in f lum)
9: neg_si f ← neg_si f + si fm
10: else
11: si fm ← 1 ∗ (1 + norm_in f lum)
12: neu_si f ← neu_si f + si fm
13: end if
14: total_si f ← total_si f + si fm
15: end for

16: inf← 2∗pos_si f−neg_si f+neu_si f
total_si f

17: return inf

After extracting the prediction features, we need to find a suitable model to describe
the relationship between input (features) and output (real-world information). There-
fore, this paper selects the following two regression models to test the prediction ability
of microblogs.

(1) Linear Regression Model (LR). The existing research on microblog-based informa-
tion prediction usually assumes a linear relationship between variables. Therefore, this
paper selects the linear regression model as the benchmark for comparison. In this paper,
the LR model as a prediction model is represented as: yt+1 = αxt,1 + βxt,2 + γyt + ε, where
α, β and γ and the error ε are obtained from the training using the normal equation method.

(2) Support Vector Regression (SVR) [28]. In real life, the relationship between variables
as a prediction may be very complex and not necessarily limited to a linear relationship.
Therefore, some nonlinear models need to be used for prediction. Therefore, this paper
selects the support vector regression model SVR (support vector regression) to describe the
relationship between input and output. The SVR model is derived from the support vector
machine (SVM) [29]. SVM is a binary classification model that aims to find a hyperplane
to distinguish different categories. It has shown better performance in machine learning
algorithms than many existing methods. In this paper, the SVR model as a prediction
model can be described by: yt+1 = wTx + b. Here, w = (w1, w2, w3)

T , x = (xt,1, xt,2, yt)
T .

wT is the normal vector determining the direction of the hyperplane. b is the offset, which
determines the distance between the hyperplane and the origin point.

Note that there are also some other prediction models [30,31] that can be used in
product sales prediction. In general, the LR model and the SVR model can be regarded as
the two basic models. As we aim to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed prediction
framework based on sentiment polarity and social influence, we do not include more
models in this study and save this issue as one to address in our future works.
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4. Experiments
4.1. Settings

This paper selects two films as the experimental data, namely the domestic romantic
comedy Breakup Buddies and the American science fiction film Interstellar. The screenings of
the two films are shown in Table 2 and were screened for 34 days and 31 days, respectively.

Table 2. Movie information.

Movie ID Movie Title Start Time End Time Days on Show

#1 Breakup Buddies 2014-09-30 2014-11-02 34

#2 Interstellar 2014-11-12 2014-12-12 31

The dataset of this paper is the original microblog data within the corresponding
performing period and the forwarding and comment data of these microblogs, which
are crawled on Sina Weibo with the keywords of “Breakup Buddies” and “Interstellar,”
respectively. The box office statistics of films come from the daily box office situation
released by the official WeChat “China box office” of the China film box office data center
(http://www.cbooo.cn, accessed on 12 February 2022). The daily box office records are
generally counted at about 16:00 the next day.

After data extraction, the microblog data of the two films are shown in Table 3. The
Breakup Buddies forwarding rate was only 7.46%, 2273 of 30,484 microblogs were forwarded,
and the comment rate was 30.82%. Although the film performed well in the comedy genre,
its plot expression was not recognized by the audience. With the participation of comedians,
it did not have a box office of CNY 1.267 billion in 2012, but it achieved a good overall result
of CNY 1.169 billion. The forwarding rates and comment rates of Interstellar are slightly
higher than those of Breakup Buddies, with 11.23% and 37.61%, respectively. The film also
achieved a box office result of CNY 748 million in China.

Table 3. Statistics of the microblogs about the movies.

Breakup Buddies Interstellar

#Original microblogs 30,484 30,459

#Likes 57,323 73,453

#Comments 59,956 78,167

#Forwards 48,483 91,039

#Micorblogs liked 10,540 12,159

#Microblogs commented 9395 11,456

#Microblogs forwarded 2273 3420

#Most likes 6142 6336

#Most comments 3411 3782

#Most forwards 16,264 17,282

The user statistics of the two films are shown in Table 4. Since the maximum number
of followers of Sina Weibo is 3000 (Sina Weibo restricts users’ behavior of increasing the
number of fans by paying attention to others), only the number of users with the maximum
number of followers are counted.

http://www.cbooo.cn
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Table 4. Statistics of users related to the movies.

Breakup Buddies Interstellar

The count of users 87,787 144,221

The highest fans number of users 13,640,601 33,332,635

The users with the most followers 28 47

The sentiment dictionary used in the experiment was independently sorted and
labeled by the Information Retrieval Research Office of the Dalian University of Technology.
The labeling of emotional words is graded. This paper does not consider the intensity of
sentiment but only the positive and negative polarity. The number of topics selected in
the LDA model is 100, the value of α is 0.5, β is 0.1, and the Gibbs sampling iteration is
2000 times. Both prediction models are implemented in the R language. The LR model
uses the default function in the R language, and the SVR model uses the SVM function in
the LibSVM package (LibSVM. https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/, accessed on
12 February 2022.). The SVR model selects the linear kernel, and the penalty parameter C
used in the kernel is 10.

To measure the prediction effect, we use mean absolute percent error (MAPE) [16],
the mean value of the percentage error between the predicted value and the actual value,
to compare the prediction effect of different features under different prediction models.
The smaller the MAPE, the higher the prediction accuracy, and the better the model’s
performance. The calculation method of MAPE is shown in Formula (10). Here, n is the
number of prediction rounds, y is the real value, and ŷ is the predicted value.

MAPE =
1
n ∑

|ŷ− y|
y

(10)

4.2. Results

The film screening days are generally about 30 days. Therefore, for the datasets of
the two films, this paper uses the data of two weeks or 14 days after screening to train a
prediction model to predict the box office of the remaining screening days.

We first explore the impact of emotional propensity on the prediction effect. Then, the
feature of sentiment polarity is introduced, and the model based on sentiment polarity can
be represented by: yt+1 = f (xt,1, yt).

We proposed to use the topic similarity between words and microblogs to calculate the
sentiment polarity of the microblogs. Since the accuracy of subjective labeling microblogs’
sentiment polarity to measure the sentiment polarity highly depends on human factors,
we chose to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the method based on the
sentiment polarity characteristics extracted by these methods for the predicted performance.
Without considering the weight of words, we directly sum up the sentiment polarity value
of words. The calculation method is shown in Formula (11). When sentim > 0, the
microblog expresses a positive sentiment. On the other hand, when sentim < 0, the
microblog expresses a negative sentiment. When sentim = 0, the microblog expresses
neutral sentiment.

sentim =
N

∑
n=1

sentin (11)

Table 5 shows the MAPE value of the LR model and the SVR model in predicting
movie box office when considering or not considering the sentiment feature.

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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Table 5. MAPE with the sentiment feature.

Prediction Model Features Breakup Buddies Interstellar

LR
sentiment (weighted) 0.471416 2.636955

sentiment (not weighted) 0.543178 2.827116

SVR
sentiment (weighted) 0.347621 0.817183

sentiment (not weighted) 0.363807 0.837459

To prove that the introduction of the microblog influence feature can improve predic-
tion accuracy, we take the sentiment polarity feature alone as the comparison basis and
observe the prediction effect of the proposed prediction framework on the film box office by
comparing the two models. The box office prediction results of different influence features
in different prediction models are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. MAPE with the influence feature.

Prediction Model Features Breakup Buddies Interstellar

LR
sentiment (weighted) 0.471416 2.636955

sentiment (weighted) + influence 0.365470 1.128859

SVR
sentiment (weighted) 0.347621 0.817183

sentiment (weighted) + influence 0.335603 0.694272

As shown in Table 6, in terms of prediction accuracy, whether in the LR model or
the SVR model, when the influence feature of a microblog is introduced, the prediction
effect is improved, with higher accuracy and less error. Moreover, the error of the SVR
model is generally smaller than that of the LR model, which shows that compared with
the linear relationship, the variables used for prediction are more likely to have a more
complex nonlinear relationship.

We tested the effect of the microblog influence measurement method on the prediction
performance and used the influence based on forwarded comments and the influence based
on forwarded comments and user credibility as the comparison method. Based on the
influence calculated by these two methods, we used the extraction method of microblog in-
fluence characteristics proposed in Section 3.3 to extract the influence feature of microblogs
to test the prediction effectiveness. The comparative experiments on the prediction per-
formance of different features show that the SVR model based on the weighted sentiment
and influence features achieves the best performance, which achieves the minimum MAPE
value on the two models and two datasets, indicating that the influence obtained by our
proposed method can improve the accuracy of prediction.

Since the information prediction framework proposed in this paper is based on mi-
croblogs, we used the data without introducing any microblog characteristics (sentiment
polarity characteristics and microblog influence characteristics). That is, only the box office
of the previous day is used as the input for predicting the box office.

Figures 2 and 3 summarize the average prediction results of the LR and SVR models
with different features. Here, we use the first movie Breakup Buddies as a case study. The
data before 2014-10-15 is used as the training data. Then, we plot the prediction results of
different models in the figures. To visualize the prediction precision clearly, we also show
the real sales of the movie in the figures, which are taken from the China film box office
data center. We can see that using the sentiment feature and the influence feature is helpful
to improve the prediction precision.
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Figure 4 compares the real sales, the LR model with the two features, and the SVR
model with the two features. Compared with the LR model, the predicted value of the SVR
model is quite close to the real value on some days, especially from 28 October to 31 October,
which almost overlaps with the real sales. Although these two prediction models still
have some errors in the prediction of film box office, we can see that both can provide a
precise short-term prediction for the box office. In real applications, enterprises can make
decisions based on the predicted trend, which can benefit the short-term marketing strategy
of enterprises.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

With the explosive development of microblogs, predicting future information based
on microblogs is a recent research focus. In this paper, considering the timely updates and
interaction of microblogs, we presented a new framework to use microblogs to predict
short-term product sales. The novel idea of the proposed framework is to integrate the
sentiment polarity and the microblog influence into a prediction model, such as the LR
model and the SVR model. We conducted experiments on a real dataset concerning the
early box office prediction, which was crawled from Sina Weibo, the biggest microblogging
platform in China. The results demonstrated that the proposed sentiment polarity and
influence feature of microblogs play a positive role in improving the prediction precision.
In addition, both the LR model and the SVR model can lower the MAPE metric of the
prediction effectively.

This study only presents an initial step towards short-term product sales prediction,
and several limitations exist. First, real applications call for real-time processing and
predicting frameworks, which are not tackled in this paper. Real-time processing of mi-
croblogs needs to devise some efficient stream-processing methods. Second, this paper only
conducted a case study focusing on two small datasets due to the lack of public datasets.

In the future, we will investigate several issues. First, we will collect data from other
fields and conduct experimental verification, such as real estate prices and car sales. Sec-
ond, we will consider other prediction models, e.g., deep learning models [31,32], in our
future work. Third, the sentiment polarity detection in this paper adopted a straight-
forward method. We will study more effective approaches, such as multi-dimensional
sentiment analysis [33] and domain-specific sentiment analysis [34], to enhance the effec-
tiveness of the sentiment analysis. Finally, we did not measure the credibility of microblog
messages [35,36]. However, this issue has been recognized as a challenge for years. In the
future, we will adopt existing approaches in information credibility evaluation to enhance
the precision of the sales prediction.
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